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Welcome back! We hope you enjoyed the half term holiday. This term, we are looking 
forward to teaching you in school and via home learning, but we are also hoping that at 
some point this term, we will be teaching you all in school again. Until then, we will continue 
to use the systems and routines we had in place last term and to improve them wherever 
possible. We look forward to seeing you at our Google Meet sessions. The first one is 
tomorrow (Tuesday 23rd February) at 9am.  
 
Curriculum 
Please see the Year 3 Topic Web sheet to show you what we will be covering across the 
curriculum over the coming weeks. 
 
PE 
Our PE lessons continue to be on alternate Mondays/Thursdays and every Tuesday. 
The first week back PE is on Monday 22nd February.  
 
Reading 
Our class book this term is the Iron Man. During our reading sessions, we will be discussing 
what we have read, focussing on working out the meanings of new words (Black Hat) and 
using the text to answer comprehension questions. Please continue to read for pleasure at 
home and to read your book band books if you have them. Remember that it is very 
important for children to read to an adult while they are developing their reading ability 
and for them to check the meanings of unknown words. While reading, you can also check 
that you understand the story and unusual phrases by discussing the book you are reading. 
 
Spelling 
Your term 4 spelling rules and example words are on the separate spelling sheet.  We will 
continue to learn rules for spelling and practise applying these rules to new words during 
our spelling lessons in class. Spelling tests will continue to take place every Friday.   
 
Times Tables 
Please continue to learn your times tables using Times Tables Rock Stars (TTRS) website. 
 
Finally, please do get in touch via phone call or email if you have anything you would like to 
tell us or if you would like us to contact you. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Mrs Thorn and Mrs Sheldrick 


